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Watch the gameplay on Youtube : Features: • Co-op Dungeon Game: Each time you enter the
Dungeons you are free to form a party of up to 6 members by choosing an array of characters, each
with different personalities. You can follow the abilities of your party members by giving them
suitable stat boosts, and you will encounter various challenges to test you and your characters. •
Create your own fantasy Craft your own fantasy by customizing the appearance of your character,
and skillfully complete all the activities to become a powerful character. • Powerful spells cast by
Elden Lords Elden Lords who have achieved enough levels can use powerful spells that are only
available to them. Powerful spells allow your character to be formidable and fend off the enemies. •
Advanced 3D graphic The dark fantasy graphics have been improved, and the Lands Between has
been rendered into a 3D world that is more immersive and exciting. • More advanced gameplay
based on the online element All players have different play styles in terms of the character class and
the equipment that they have equipped. Take advantage of this to create a multiplayer game that is
more connected and exciting. • Companion App Download the companion app to be able to connect
to the game easily, and add more challenges and seek for greater experiences. • More information
on development We have released the 5th major patch, and features will be added on a regular
basis. The latest patch is confirmed to be released on Tuesday, October 9, 2018. Try it now: Go to
The Diary of a Common Man : Please be aware of the following points regarding the Quest of the
Elder God’s Half-Moon revealed in the latest patch, Tuesday, October 9th, 2018. The times and dates
in the quest have been adjusted. ● The opening and ending times of the quest have been adjusted.
● An error in the quest situation has been fixed. -When you complete the quest, the following scene
is displayed. “I have a message for you.” “From

Features Key:
Customized Play Experience Play boldly in a medieval fantasy world and “put it all on the line”. Use
your own creativity to develop your character.
Party Composition Bring friends to play in an environment that offers a strong sense of adventure. All
team members have their own strengths, and party composition is created based on your individual
play style and personal play preferences.
Operation Runs Across the World Run as the Lord of more than 100 areas across 4 continents.
Harness your power and make a name for yourself.
Unique Story Driven Online Multiplayer Take part in multiplayer play, where you can directly connect
with others and travel together, as well as participate in the Chronicle, in which you can live out the
story of the Lands Between through asynchronous online play.

【Gamescom 2015】 Join the FREE closed beta of “EDGE of SINDAR”

Today! 【July 31, 2015】 【R59387 【1.20.15Update】】. Release version we cant wait to give you a new
beautiful awesome feature are on the way to make EDGE of SINDAR a lot more fun and exciting, we got
"VICTORY DANCE" and NEW TWIN STREAK (The twin path) features

We really love the amount of positivity the response for “EDGE of Sindar” has been so we here at TEEMO
please everyone to give the beta a try and don't hesitate to post your thoughts in our forums on TEEMO
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Forums we want to see what you all think about the game.... this is just the FIRST BETA of the game so do
expect changes to be made

”EDGE of SINDAR” will be released for the PC in late September 2015.

GET IN THERE AND SEE WHAT SINDAR GIVES YOU!!!

—
Lancelot, our narrator and writer, both teacher and writer of several novels, and lead songwriter of BROKEN
MOTION and TEEMO.
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